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Monte Carlo simulations are used to study ion and polymer chain dynamic properties in a simplified
lattice model with only one species of mobile ions. The ions interact attractively with specific beads
in the host chains, while polymer beads repel each other. Cross linking of chains by the ions reduces
chain mobilities which in turn suppresses ionic diffusion. Diffusion constants for ions and chains as
a function of temperature follow the Vogel–Tammann–Fulcher~VTF! law with a common VTF
temperature at low ion concentration, but both decouple at higher concentrations, in agreement with
experimental observations. Our model allows us to introduce pressure as an independent variable
through calculations of the equation of state using the quasichemical approximation, and to detect
an exponential pressure dependence of the ionic diffusion. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1825371#

I. INTRODUCTION

Polymers carrying electronegative atoms~oxygen or ni-
trogen! in their repeat unit can act as solvents for certain
salts, as a consequence of the attractive interaction between
cations and the polymer. A prototype class of such polymer
electrolytes are polyethers, e.g., poly~ethylene-oxid! ~PEO!,
complexed with Li salts that contain a highly polarizable
anion.1–3 Above their glass transition temperature, in a su-
percooled fluid state, these materials can show significant
ionic conductivities offering applications as electrolyte ma-
terial in rechargable lithium-polymer batteries. In order to
optimize electrochemical, mechanical, and thermal proper-
ties, materials with increasing complexity are being devel-
oped. These include alkali ionomers, where anions are
chemically grafted to the polymer,4 composites, where nano-
size inorganic particles are added to the polymer-salt
system,5,6 gel electroytes,7 as well as mechanically stretched
chain electrolytes where experiments suggest that orientation
of chains facilities ionic transport.8,9

At the same time, fundamental studies mostly on PEO-
based electrolytes are pursued with the aim to elucidate the
mechanism of cation transport, controlled by the local struc-
ture and dynamics of the host network. Indeed, ion and net-
work mobilities are intimately connected: the ion migration
depends on motions of polymer chain segments as evidenced
by the decrease of cation mobilities on approaching the glass
transition temperatureTg . On the other hand, it is known,
e.g., for PEO-salt complexes that cations build a rather well-
defined first coordination shell of oxygen atoms and hence
form transient cross links within one chain or between dif-
ferent chains. Adding salt, the network stiffens and becomes
more viscous as reflected by an increase inTg .10,11 Several
molecular-dynamics~MD! studies provide direct evidence of
cross link formation through cations.12–14

To investigate the interplay between ion and host matrix

dynamics including slow diffusion and relaxation processes
at temperatures in the vicinity ofTg , semimicroscopic mod-
els tractable by kinetic Monte Carlo~MC! simulation seem
to be most promising.15,16Such models are not limited by the
maximum time scales~of the order of nanoseconds! in
present-day MD computations, which usually are too short to
reach the regime of macroscopic diffusion. On the other
hand, the main limitation of MC-simulations is the lack of a
realistic microscopic description of chain conformation and
ion coordination. Such properties certainly will enter the
short-time dynamics, but are expected to play only a minor
role at long times which we consider here. Thus we will rely
on a coarse-grained lattice model for ions and polymer
chains, where short-time and short–ranged processes are
treated in a highly simplified manner. However, as we shall
show, it provides a unique frame allowing us to reproduce
important experimental trends in the long-time ion and chain
dynamics as a function of temperature, pressure, and salt
concentration. Experimental studies under varying salt con-
centration generally are carried out under constant pressure.
As opposed to equilibrium simulations, efficient kinetic MC
algorithms for lattice simulations at constant pressure are
lacking.17 Yet, introducing pressure as an independent vari-
able and presenting transport properties under constant pres-
sure is one of the goals of the present work that goes beyond
earlier studies.18 To accomplish this goal we resort to
Guggenheim’s quasichemical approximation~QCA! ~Ref.
19! to obtain the equation of state~EOS!, which is then com-
bined with constant volume kinetic MC-simulations. The re-
liability of the QCA in a lattice model of a polymer host and
solute particles was tested in previous investigations of ion
solvation and dissociation equilibria.20 As to the EOS, addi-
tional tests against simulations are discussed in Ref. 21.

The outline of the paper is as follows. After introducing
our model and the simulation procedure~Sec. II! we derive
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in Sec. III the equation of state by using the QCA. Section IV
describes ion and chain diffusion properties at constant pres-
sure for varying temperature and salt content, and the results
are related to QCA configurational entropies in Appendix B.
Pressure effects are discussed in Sec. VI, which also contains
an analysis of how to combine empirical forms of a VTF-
type temperature-dependence and an exponential pressure
dependence of ionic diffusion constants.

II. LATTICE MODEL OF POLYMER ELECTROLYTES,
SIMULATION TECHNIQUE

The mixture of polymers and ions is represented, respec-
tively, by a system of lattice chains and pointlike particles on
a simple cubic lattice with unit spacing. Beads of a chain
molecule occupy a sequence of nearest-neighbor sites on the
lattice. A site can either be vacant or singly occupied by an
ion or a bead of a chain, implying a hard core repulsion
among all beads and ions. In addition we assume a common
nearest-neighbor repulsione.0 among all beads. In view of
the chain connectivity this introduces frustration and hence
favors a transition from the fluid to an amorphous state.

With respect to their interaction with ions we distinguish
two types of beads,X beads and C beads in PEO-type chain
sequences C(XCC)n where X corresponds to an oxygen
atom. The length of chains isr 53n11. Only relatively short
chains will be considered such that entanglement effects will
play no role. Since we are interested only in cation diffusion
and in effects due to their specific interaction with chains, we
take into account only one species of ions~cations! which
attract nearest-neighborX beads with a strength2e0.0.
Ions and C beads do not interact apart from site exclusion.
Because our main interest is in systems with fairly small ion
concentrations, we ignore ion-ion repulsions apart from site
exclusion. In order to reduce the number of free parameters,
we shall deal with only one energy scale and takee5ue0u
throughout.

Originally, a model of this type has been proposed be-
fore in the description of solvation and ion pair dissociation
in polymer electrolytes.20 An extended version including
Coulomb interactions between cations and anions has re-
cently been investigated with respect to the specific differ-
ences in the diffusion properties of both ionic species.15 The
present restriction to only one species of mobile ions should
be sufficient for the purpose of qualitatively discussing the
profound effect of cross linking on cation diffusion and net-
work rigidity, as attempted here. That restricted model also
facilitates the QCA calculations in Sec. III and hence the
conversion of results for diffusion at constant volume to the
corresponding results at constant pressure. In this context
one should mention certain polymer electrolytes, the so
called ionenes where only cations are free to move while
anions are chemically grafted to the polymer backbone.

To cope with the problem of generating thermalized con-
figurations in a dense system, we use the configurational bias
Monte Carlo algorithm by Frenkel22 and Siepmann.23 One
Monte Carlo step consists in the removal and regrowth of
part of a chain. Thea priori weigth of an attempted MC step
depends on factors which count the number of available
bonds consistent with the hard core self-avoidance condition

in each elementary growth step.24 In turn, a new chain con-
figuration is accepted according to the Metropolis rule. By
contrast, the temporal evolution after equilibration is simu-
lated using the generalized Verdier–Stockmayer
algorithm25,26 that involves kink-jump, end-jump, and crank-
shaft moves as elementary steps for polymer chains. Ions
simply move via nearest-neighbor hops. Such ‘‘physical’’
moves have equala priori probability and their acceptance
probabilities are again chosen according to the Metropolis
algorithm. At this point we remark that MC simulations of
pure polymer melts are mostly carried out within the bond-
fluctuation model.27 However, for our system where ions are
interacting with chemically heterogeneous chains the ap-
proach described above appears to be more natural.

Finally we briefly comment on lattice MC simulations of
equilibrium properties under given pressure,28 to be used in
tests of the QCA of Sec. III. There we follow the method by
Mackie et al.,29 where volume fluctuations are induced by
removing and adding lattice planes. Polymer chains which,
for example, are cut upon removal of a lattice plane, are
regrown with the help of the configurational bias method
described above. For details we refer to the original litera-
ture.

III. QUASICHEMICAL APPROXIMATION

Guggenheim19 has formulated a quasichemical approxi-
mation at the level of pairs for a general (p11)-compound
mixture that containsNa chainlike molecules of speciesa
(a51, . . . ,p) with length r a . The componenta50 corre-
sponds to the system of vacancies withr 051, while a51 is
taken to refer to the system of ions, again withr 151. If the
remaining molecules withr a.1 were homogeneous, the
QCA equations determining the numbersNab of nearest-
neighbor pairs~a, b! are

4NaaNbb5Nab
2 exp~Deab /kBT! ~1!

with Deab5eaa1ebb22eab . As described in Sec. II, the
interaction energieseab satisfy e0a50 ande1150. Follow-
ing Barker,30 Eq. ~1! remains valid when the two sets ofX
beads and C beads on our heterogeneous chains are treated as
two kinds of molecules labeled bya52 anda53, respec-
tively, with N25N35NP which is the number of polymer
chains. By this, we havee1252e0 , e1350, andeab5e oth-
erwise. The total number of bonds connected to molecules of
type a is given by

2Naa1 (
bÞa

Nab5zqaNa , ~2!

wherez is the coordination number of the lattice andzqa the
number of unlinked nearest neighbor sites seen from all
beads in a molecule of typea. Thus, for our system with
chains of type C(XCC)n we haveq05q151 andzq25n(z
22) since X beads are always inner beads. Finally,zq3

1zq25r (z22)12 which is the total number of unlinked
nearest-neighbor sites of a chain of lengthr 53n11. With
these relations the quantitiesNab in our model are deter-
mined by Eqs.~1! and ~2!. In order to get access to the
thermodynamic potentialV5(eabNab2TSc we again fol-
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low Barker30 who gave an expression for the configurational
entropySc5kB ln g, constructed such that the condition of a
maximum with respect toNab , subject to the restrictions
imposed by Eq.~2!, becomes identical to the quasichemical
condition ~1!. The final result is

ln g5 ln g01 (
a<b

ln~Nab* !/Nab! !

1~ ln 2! (
a,b

~Nab2Nab* !, ~3!

whereNab* denotes the infinite temperature limit ofNab and
g0 the number of configurations in the absence of interac-
tions. In our model,g0 is given by19

g05F S ( qkNkD ! Gz/2F S ( r kNkD ! G12 z/2

~PNk! !21rNP ,

~4!

where the indexk distinguishes vacancies, ions, and polymer
chains. For the latter (k5P), we haver P5r and qP5q2

1q3 . The quantityr is the number of configurations of
chains with one end fixed. Since chains in our model are
relatively short, we can obtainr directly from exact enu-
meration of self-avoiding walks31 or, approximately, from
the assumption of Gaussian chains. Thereby it turns out that
this last factor in Eq.~4! gives only a small~constant! con-
tribution to lng.32

Minimization of V with respect toN00 and combination
with Eqs.~1! and~2! yields the equation of state in the stan-
dard QCA form, where the pressurep is determined by the
densityN0 and correlationsN00 of vacancies,

2
pa3

kBT
5 lnS N0

M D1
z

2
ln

2N00M

zN0
2 . ~5!

Here M denotes the total number of lattice sites. While the
first term on the right-hand side in Eq.~5! determines the
pressure of a noninteracting lattice gas, the last term de-
scribes the influence of interactions throughN00. For ex-
ample, if attractive interactions were dominant, clustering of
vacancies enhancesN00 and hence reduces the pressure when
the volumeV5Ma3 is fixed. Conversely, for repulsive inter-
actions as in the present model,N00 will be reduced and the
pressure gets enhanced.

This QCA scheme has been used before in the special
caseN151 as a lattice theory of solvation of an individual
ion in a dense system of polyethers.20 Quantitative tests of
the equation of state~5! with varying N1 gave remarkable
agreement with Monte Carlo simulations in a model,21 where
links between successive beads were allowed to coincide not
only with nearest-neighbor bonds, but also with second and
third neighbor bonds on the simple cubic lattice. This situa-
tion of augmented degrees of freedom of chain molecules
formally corresponds to a coordination numberz526 and
facilitates simulating the pressure by the method of Mackie
et al.29 relative to the casez56.21 For our present nearest-
neighbor model isotherms for the average volume per mono-
mer are represented in Fig. 1. Different ion concentrations
are parametrized by the ratio betweenN1 and the number of
oxygen beads in the system,x5N1 /nN2 . Upon increasing

x, the system swells less than one would expect by simply
adding the partial volumev05a3N1@12exp(2pa3/kBT)# of
noninteracting ions, see the dashed curves in Fig. 1. This
obviously is a result of the attraction of ions byX beads. A
test of the validity of the QCA scheme forz56 is shown in
Fig. 2 for the number of ion-oxygen bondsN12. Clearly,N12

increases as temperature drops. At temperatureskBT&e, N12

becomes significantly larger thanN1 . This means that each
ion is bound on average to more than oneX bead and there-
fore induces a cross link within or between chains. In that
temperature range, when compared to simulations,N12 is
overestimated somewhat by the QCA in the dilute case
x!1, whereas simulations and the QCA agree well for
largex.

We add here a more detailed analysis of cross links in
terms of the numbersN1X(n) of ions bound ton X beads,
although these quantities are inaccessible by the QCA
and are to be deduced from simulation. Obviously,
(n>0N1X(n)/N151. From Fig. 3 we observe a monotonous
decrease ofN1X(0) asT decreases, whileN1X(1) passes a
maximum. By further loweringT, N1X(2) first increases at
the expense ofN1X(n) with n,2. In Fig. 3~a! it then drops
in favor of a growingN1X(3). For theconcentrated system
with more ions thanX beads the behavior at highT is similar
but data at lowT indicate saturation ofN1X(n) towards non-
zero values.

Evidently we have

N125 (
n>1

nN1X~n!. ~6!

At low T and smallx, the first termn51 is negligible, as
mentioned before. Obviously, the largern, the more effective
is the associated ion in restricting chain configurations.
Hence, the remaining termsn>2 in the weighted sum over

FIG. 1. Equation of state according to the QCA~full lines! for polymer
chains of lengthr 510 and ions with different concentrationx. Plotted are
isotherms belonging tokBT/e55 and x50, 0.1, 1, and 2~from below!,
representing the average volume per monomer in units ofa3 vs reduced
pressure. Dashed curves represent the volume obtained when adding the
partial volume of noninteracting pointlike particles with concentrationx to
the volume of the pure (x50) chain system.
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N1X(n), Eq. ~6!, reflect the efficiency of ions to reduce chain
entropies, an aspect to which we return in Appendix B.

IV. ION AND CHAIN DIFFUSION UNDER CONSTANT
PRESSURE

Kinetic Monte Carlo algorithms allowing constant pres-
sure simulations of lattice systems have been proposed in the
literature but generally are not efficient enough to treat com-
plex models as that defined in Sec. II. We therefore perform
constant volume simulations but choose the volumeV
5V(p,T) for given pressurep and temperatureT according
to the EOS derived in the preceding section. A nearly cubic
simulation cell is chosen, with volumea3(L13L23L3)
5V(p,T), and periodic boundary conditions are applied in
all three directions. In fact, for a given number of polymer
beads and ions, values forp and T are taken such thatL1 ,
L2 , andL3 become integers which are close to each other.
Typically we deal with NP531 chains of lengthr 513;
hence an ion concentrationx51 corresponds toN15124
ions.

Clearly, this approach to pressure-dependent transport
properties of a finite system will introduce some error be-
cause of the neglect of volume fluctuations for givenp. An
estimate of this error based on purely static considerations is

provided in Appendix A. It turns out that this error is propor-
tional to the inverse system size with a prefactor that gets
enhanced near the glass transition.

Time-dependent mean-square displacements^r 2(t)& (k)

of ions (k51) and of the polymer center of mass (k5P)
allow us to deduce the corresponding long-time diffusion
constantsD (k) which are the quantities of primary interest.
To illustrate the typical changeover from short-time to long-
time diffusion, we have plotted in Fig. 4 the time-dependent
diffusion constant of ions,D (1)(t)5^r 2(t)& (1)/6t at various
temperatures. In contrast to diffusion in a medium with fro-
zen disorder, realized, e.g., in glassy ionic conductors, dis-
persive transport effects are weak in the present model.~For
example,D (1)(0)/D (1)(`).2.8 ate/kBT52.5.) This is to
be expected since local fluctuations in the polymer host pro-
vide a low-frequency cutoff to the spectrum of relaxation
rates that determineD (1)(t).33

Figure 5 shows theT dependence of the long-time dif-
fusion constantsD (1) and D (P) at a reduced pressure
pa3/e50.35 for various ratiosx of the number of ions toX
beads. In the Arrhenius representation of Fig. 5 the data
points show a downward curvature and can well be repre-
sented by the Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher~VTF! law,34–36

FIG. 2. Number of ion-oxygen bondsN12 , normalized by the number of
ionsN1 vs inverse temperature for differentx. Full lines: QCA. Data points:
simulation.

FIG. 3. Number of ions bound ton X beads,N1X(n), normalized by the total number of ionsN1 vs inverse temperature atx50.161~a! andx51.96 ~b!.

FIG. 4. Simulated time-dependent diffusion constant of ionsD (1)(t) at a
concentrationx50.96, normalized by the diffusion constantD0 at infinite
dilution, for different temperatures. The polymer host consists ofNP531
chains in a volumeV5(10a)3.
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D (k)~T,x!5D`
(k) expS 2

E(k)~x!

kB@T2T(k)~x!# D , ~7!

see the full lines in the figure. Note that the data in Fig. 5
covers a range of about four orders of magnitude inD (P). In
Eq. ~7! the prefactorsD`

(k) denote the diffusion coefficients at
infinite temperature, withD`

(1)5D0 the diffusion coefficient
of free monomer particles andD`

(P).1021D0 for the chain
length considered. The quantityE(k)(x) is an energetic pa-
rameter andT(k)(x) the VTF temperature. One important ob-
servation is that bothD (1) and D (P) are reduced when we
increase the concentration of ions. This is to be expected
from the assumption of our model, since ion binding toX
beads induces cross links and hence will reduce chain mo-
bilities. As a consequence, we observe that VTF tempera-
tures T(k)(x) increase withx, as displayed in Fig. 6. The
dashed line in the figure results from considerations of the
configurational entropy, as explained in Appendix B. Gener-
ally, the VTF temperature represents a lower bound to the
glass transition temperatureTg . Our simulations with respect
to the diffusion of chains are therefore consistent with the
experimentally observed increase inTg with the ion
content.11,10 However, one has to be aware of the fact that

experimentally the difference between both temperatures,
Tg2T(k), may not remain constant during the variation of
system parameters.37

Interestingly, for weakly doped polymers withx&0.5 the
VTF temperaturesT(P) andT(1) roughly coincide, reflecting
a strong coupling between ions and chains. As the number of
ions becomes comparable to or larger than the number ofX
beads (x*1), ion and chain motions get decoupled, as can
be seen from Fig. 6. Such a decoupling has been established
experimentally for a variety of materials, for a review see
Ref. 38. The corresponding VTF temperatures saturate for
largex, with T(1),T(P), which means that for temperatures
T;T(P) the ions maintain a certain mobility while the sys-
tem of chains gets frozen.

Strong ion-chain correlations for smallx can be ana-
lyzed from yet a different viewpoint. Keepingx fixed and
eliminating temperature, we regardD (1) as a function of
D (P). It turns out that forx&0.5 the energy parameters
E(k)(x) in Eq. ~7! satisfy E(1)(x).mE(P)(x) with m
.0.67. Together with the fact thatT(1)(x).T(P)(x) for x
&0.5 this suggests thatD (1) should vary withD (P) in a
power-law fashion,

D (1)

D`
(1) .S D (P)

D`
(P)D m

. ~8!

As seen from the double-logarithmic plot in Fig. 7, this re-
lationship holds over almost four decades inD (P) and the
slope displayed in casesx&0.5 is indeed roughly indepen-
dent ofx. Qualitatively we expect that chain diffusion con-
stants~for unentangled chains! reflect the viscosityh accord-
ing to

h}~D (P)!21. ~9!

Combination with~8! expresses the ionic diffusion constant
as a fractional power of the viscosity of the polymeric host, a
relationship which can be regarded as a ‘‘fractional Stokes-
Einstein law.’’ Such forms have been deduced before from
measurements of the conductivity-viscosity relationship in
ionic melts.39,40Whenx*1, ion and chain motions decouple,
T(P) exceedsT(1) and Eq.~8! no longer holds. This is seen
in Fig. 7, where data points forD (1) with x*1 fall above the
low-concentration data sets with a slopem.

FIG. 5. Temperature-dependent diffusion constants for ions and polymer
chains at various ionic concentrationsx for fixed pressurep50.35e/a3. Full
lines represent VTF fits, see Eq.~7!.

FIG. 6. VTF temperaturesT(1)(x) and T(P)(x) for ions and chains as a
function of ion concentrationx ~interpolated by full lines! at p50.35e/a3.
The dashed line results from configurational entropy considerations, see the
Appendix B.

FIG. 7. Plot of ionic vs polymer diffusion constants after eliminating tem-
perature, illustrating the validity of Eq.~8! for x&0.5. The full straight line
has a slopem50.67.
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Finally, we briefly comment on the concentration depen-
dence of the ionic conductivitys(x). When ion-ion correla-
tions are neglected,s(x) becomes proportional to
xD(1)(T,x). Experimentally, s(x) displays a maximum
with respect tox.10,11 One reason lies in the competition
between an increasing charge carrier concentrationx and
network stiffening that causes a decrease inD (1)(T,x). It
turns out that our data forD (1) in Fig. 5, which are limited to
e/kBT,2.5, do not show this feature after multiplication
with x. For lowerT, however, a more pronounced decrease
of D (1)(T,x) with increasingx should be expected. A maxi-
mum in s(x) has been recovered in a recent model study of
polymer electrolytes, based on Rouse chains with temporary
cross links induced by the ions.41

V. PRESSURE-DEPENDENT IONIC DIFFUSION

As indicated before, we investigate the pressure depen-
dence ofD (1) in two steps: calculation of the volume for
given pressurep with the aid of the EOS described in Sec.
III, and N-V-T simulation ofD (1) for that volume. Again we
assumeNP531 chains of lengthr 513 and take 20 ions so
that x50.16 is now kept constant. Figure 8 displays our re-
sults for various interaction constantse/kBT. Over the major
part of the pressure range considered,D (1) displays the ex-
ponential behavior,

D (1)~p,T!5D0
(1)~T!e2p/p0(T). ~10!

The slopes of the straight lines in the semilogarithmic plot in
the figure reflect the quantityp0(T) which decreases with
temperature. The steeper slopes towards small pressuresp
&0.1e/a3 must be regarded as an artifact of our model. In
that range it shows an unrealistic volume expansion because
of the lack of attractive interactions, so that the density falls
below reasonable melt densities.

For pressuresp*0.1e/a3 our results can be compared
with measurements of the pressure-dependent conductivity
in polymer electrolytes42,4 which indeed reflect an exponen-
tial p dependence, in agreement with Eq.~10!. To relate the
pressure scale in Fig. 8 to the physical pressure we note that
the reduced pressurepa3/e51 corresponds to about 1 kbar
which is the relevant experimental order of magnitude. This
estimate is obtained by assuming a bond lengtha.2 Å and

by noting thatkBT(P);0.2e, see Fig. 6, which should be of
the order of the experimental glass transition temperature
Tg.250 K for polyethylene chains.

In view of the two empirical laws~7! and~10! the ques-
tion arises how to representD (1) in a consistent manner as a
function of both variablesT andp. This problem simplifies
when we neglect thep dependence ofT(1)-data, which in-
deed vary by less than 10% and which seems to be justified
also experimentally.42 Equating the logarithms of Eqs.~7!
and ~10!, both variables separate after differentiating with
respect top andT. It follows thatE(1)5E01Ap and

@p0~T!#215
A

kB~T2T(1)!
1B, ~11!

where the constantsE0 , A, andB are fitted asA.0.68a3,
B.0.69a3/e, andE0.0.55e. The prefactors in Eqs.~7! and
~10! take the form

D`
(1)5const exp~2Bp!,

~12!

D0
(1)~T!5const expS 2

E0

kB~T2T(1)! D .

Equation~11! quantifies the decrease, noted earlier, ofp0(T)
with temperature. In our simulations ofp-dependent diffu-
sion we were limited to temperatures significantly larger than
T(1), where both terms in Eq.~11! are of the same order. On
the other hand, the analysis of experimental data in Ref. 4 for
temperatures close toTg amounts to settingB50.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Diffusion in a course-grained model of unentangled lat-
tice chains and one species of pointlike particles~ions! sub-
ject to simplified chemical interactions has been studied by
kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. Combination with the qua-
sichemical approximation~QCA! for equilibrium properties
allowed us to reproduce important trends in the ion and poly-
mer host dynamics as a function of temperature, pressure,
and ion content, which are observed in several PEO-type
polymer electrolytes. Calculated diffusion constants show
VTF behavior in theirT dependence and an exponentialp
dependence. VTF temperatures, which increase with ion con-
centration due to cross linking of chains, were compared in
Appendix B with DiMarzio’s concept based on chain con-
figurational entropies.

An important direction for future studies of ion transport
through a polymer matrix is to develop an even more coarse-
grained description, with the aim to retain only those poly-
mer degrees of freedom which govern the elementary ionic
migration steps, and to eliminate all others. A promising step
in a system of athermal chains has been achieved recently in
terms of dynamic percolation theory.43,44 Relating models of
interacting chains to dynamic percolation theory seems to be
a challenging task.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix we present an estimate of the difference
between the ‘‘true’’ diffusion constantD true(p) at a given
pressurep, including volume fluctuations, and the approxi-
mate quantityD(p)5DV(V(p)) obtained in Sec. IV by ne-
glecting volume fluctuations. HereDV(V) denotes the diffu-
sion constant at fixed volume andV(p) is determined by the
EOS. In our notation for diffusion constants we suppress
here the upper index~1! and the other arguments besidesp
or V.

To introduce volume fluctuations we suppose that for a
large but finite system sufficiently aboveTg on can write
D true(p) as an equilibrium average

D true~p!5E P~Vup!DV~V!dV. ~A1!

The volume distribution function for fixedp, P(Vup), is
taken as a Gaussian with meanV(p) and variance45

^~DV!2&52kBT~]V/]p!. ~A2!

Expansion ofDV up to second order with respect toDV
5V2V(p) yields

D true~p!2D~p!5 1
2 ^~DV!2&DV9 @V~p!#. ~A3!

Our discussion in Sec. V suggests expressing Eq.~A3! in
terms ofD(p) and its derivatives, obtained from Eq.~10!.
This yields

@D true~p!2D~p!#/D~p!

52~kBT/2!@~]V/]p!~p0~T!2#21

3~11p0~T!~]2V/]p2!~]V/]p!21!. ~A4!

Using results for the EOS in the relevant parameter range it
turns out that the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~A4!
differs from the quantity (rNP)21(p0(T)a3/e)22 only by a
factor of order unity. The factor (rNP)21 merely displays the
expected proportionality to the inverse system size. As de-
scribed before, in most of our calculations the system size
was such thatrNP5403. For the lowest temperature consid-
ered in Fig. 8 it follows from Eq.~12! that p0(T)a3/e
.2.0. Hence the first term in Eq.~A4! becomes of the order
of 1%. A similar estimate holds for the second term in Eq.
~16!. However, loweringT and approaching the glass transi-
tion, p0(T) decreases as seen from Eq.~11!. Equivalently,
DV9 (V) grows, showing that near the glass transition volume
fluctuations in a finite system can become important for dif-
fusion.

APPENDIX B

As shown previously, the QCA captures the main effects
of cross linking and of the associated chain entropies on the
dissociation-association equilibria of ions in polymer
electrolytes.20 This suggests that it should be possible to ana-
lyze the configurational entropySc of the present model,
using Eq.~3! together with the solutionsNab from Eq. ~1!.

At temperatureskBT&e and ion concentrationsx!1 we ex-
pectSc to decrease upon increasingx, as a consequence of
the formation of cross-linked chains. Among the quantities
Nab entering~3!, the number of ion-oxygen bondsN12(x)
will reflect the degree of cross linking, see also the discus-
sion following Eq.~6!, and will be most sensitive to varia-
tions in x.

Figure 9 shows the QCA configurational entropy
Sc(x,T) against the inverse temperature at a fixed reduced
pressurepa3/e50.35. At x50, the entropy reduction with
decreasing temperature originates from repulsive bead-bead
interactions. Introducing salt increases the entropy for high
temperatureskBT/e*1, since ion binding to oxygen beads
becomes negligible, and free ions tend to expand the volume.
As T is decreased, entropy curves drop more steeply than in
the ion-free case, so thatSc(x,T) falls belowSc(0,T). Nega-
tive values forSc are of course an artifact of the QCA, which
generally should become less reliable whenT is reduced.
Nevertheless we can define a temperatureTc(x) from the
condition Sc@x,Tc(x)#50 for the QCA entropy. Physically,
Tc(x) is supposed to merely indicate a characteristic tem-
perature where the true configurational entropy becomes
small in comparison with the value at ambient temperatures
kBT;e, so that configurations indeed get essentially frozen
nearTc(x). Interestingly,Tc(x) defined in this way turns out
to agree fairly well with the VTF temperaturesT(P)(x)
.T(1)(x) for small x. This is shown in Fig.~6! by the
dashed line, which representskBTc(x)/e, with kBTc(0)/e
.0.157. These findings can be regarded as an illustration of
DiMarzio’s concept of a vanishing configurational entropy as
a criterion for an ideal transition to an amorphous state.46

From an experimental viewpoint that transition implies ex-
trapolation to infinitely slow supercoolings, and the transi-
tion temperature is usually identified with the VTF tempera-
ture. In the present context this concept appears to describe
the influence of cross linking of chain molecules on VTF
temperatures in terms of thex-dependent configurational en-
tropy. One should keep in mind, however, that the DiMarzio
concept cannot be regarded to acquire general validity, as
shown by accurate studies of the entropy in polymer
models.47 In addition, one should note that even the signifi-

FIG. 9. Dimensionless configurational entropiesSc /kB5 ln g vs inverse
temperature at a fixed pressurep50.35e/a3 calculated from the QCA. The
three curves correspond tox50, x50.323, andx50.968 in the order of
intersection with the lng50 line from right to left. Dashed parts of the
curves are an artifact of the QCA.
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cance of a VTF temperature is limited because its definition
normally implies an extrapolation from considerably higher
temperatures.
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